
 

 

Firstly I would like to thank the International Lawyers Organisation for inviting me today to give this 

short talk. I hope I can do this forum justice with what I have to say. 

I am here today to try to speak on the CURRENT SITUATION in Egypt as far as HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES 

are concerned. In particular the issue of ARBITRARY DETENTION AND ARREST. 

Since the military in Egypt took control of the Country, it almost unilaterally issued a series of draconian 

laws and decrees that severely restrict freedom of expression, association and assembly. 

Some Examples of the laws restricting the abovementioned freedoms are:  

- Protest law 2013 which grants police rights to ban protest or disperse protests by lethal force.  

- Presidential Decree 136/2014 expanding the jurisdiction of military courts by prosecuting and trying 

civilians before military courts. It is estimated that over 3000 civilians are standing military courts. 

- Amended Criminal Procedure Law by removing limitation on pre-trial detention for those accused of 

crimes punishable by life sentences, technically allowing for certain unconvinced political dissidents to 

remain on remand in perpetuity.  

- Finally , the New Counter Terrorism Act that Sisi approved in July 2015 which gives immunity to 

security institutions from prosecution if lethal force was used even when it is not to protect lives.  

 

What seems clear, is that the current regime is systematically and ruthlessly destabilising the 

Democratic processes. This it is doing by using the most effective tool it has at its disposal. A tool which 

to date has proved always to have supported the ARMY or AN ARMY BACKED REGIME. This tool is no 

other than the judiciary. 

 

The Judiciary who should be the main guardian against the abuse of human rights in the country appear 

to care little when those abuses are aimed at a political party it doesn’t support and has little sympathy 

for. The same can be said of the prosecuting authorities and the police. The consequence is the situation 

we find in Egypt today: the current regime, with the support of the judiciary, prosecuting authorities and 

police is undertaking arbitrary arrest and detention against its political opponents to destabilise them 

and ultimately to destabilise the country’s democratic processes.  

 

In the current climate, where NGOs are not allowed to operate in the country, it is very difficult to 

obtain extensive and systematic data as to the various human rights abuses, in particular the arbitrary 

detention and arrest of anyone opposed to the existing regime. The information and data international 

organisations can get without, having good access to sources in the country, is piecemeal. Much of the 

evidence about these abuses is collected by on the ground volunteers who document this information at 

great risk to themselves. 



It is helpful here to quote HRW (All according to plan report P27), prosecutors renew Pre-trial detention 

orders on the basis of little evidence that would warrant prosecution, effectively detaining them 

arbitrarily for months on end. Mounting reports Indicate that scores of detainees have faced torture and 

ill-treatment in detention. Many of the trials have been grossly unfair and riddled with serious due 

process violations, violating both Egyptian law and international Standards. These trials, including mass 

trials involving hundreds of people in a single case, failed to assess the individual guilt of each defendant, 

yet resulted in lengthy sentences or even the death penalty.  

 

What I will now aim to do is highlight the key areas of the law on arrest and pre-trial process where 

despite the provisions of the black letter law, which is very robust and by and large entirely in 

accordance with the international law and standards, the practice and execution of the law is being 

abused on a daily basis by the police, prosecuting authorities and the courts. So much so that no longer 

can it be said that the right to a fair trial (which the Egyptian Constitution itself recognises as an critical 

right) is being protected in all cases. 

 

I will then make a few comments about the abuses that are taking place whilst the defendant, who is 

being held unjustly, remains in prison (for example the provision of medical services in prison, food in 

prison etc). It will become clear that in this matter also the situation in Egypt falls well below Egypt’s 

own laws and international law and standards. 

I hope then to finish off with a few concluding remarks. 

 

Firstly -  the issue of arresting citizens without a warrant and producing invalid warrants subsequently 

 Article 40 of the Criminal Procedure Code 150 of 1950 states :   

“No one shall be arrested or detained except by order of the legally competent authorities and  shall be 

treated in a manner conducive to the preservation of his human dignity and shall not be subjected to 

physical or mental harm.”  

Article (54) of the Egyptian Constitution of 2014 guarantees that: 

“Personal freedom is a natural right that shall be protected and may not be infringed. Except in cases of 

flagrante delicto, it is not permissible to arrest, search, detain or in any way restrict the freedom of 

anyone without an order substantiated by the needs of the investigation…….” 

Despite these clearly stated protections for the citizen in reality, the police arrest people without a 

warrant issued by the Public Prosecution. The Public Prosecutor unfortunately- colludes with the police 

and grant them a warrant a few hours after the arrests. The police, on their part, fabricate the date/time 

of arrest on the warrant putting a date/time that is BEFORE the actual arrest was made and when they 

had no warrant 

 



Secondly -  the issue of secretly detaining defendants beyond the required period before producing 

them infront of  the Prosecuting authority    

There are cases where the police hide the defendants for many days with no legal documents proving 

that. The correct procedure requires the criminal investigation officer may not detain the defendant for 

a period exceeding 24 hours as stipulated. 

 Article 36 of the Criminal Procedure Code provides : “ The criminal investigation officer immediately 

hears the statement by the defendant upon his arrest. If there is  sufficient evidence for accusation, the 

officer, within twenty-four hours, refers him to the competent Public Prosecution. The Public 

Prosecution interrogates the defendant under arrest within twenty four hours from the time he is 

referred to it and orders either that the defendant be released or detained under protective custody.” 

The truth of the matter is that the police departments are crowded with innocent citizens who are 

arrested with no legal documents proving their arrests. Warrants are falsified with incorrect information 

and the defendant is not produced before the Prosecuting authorities within 24 hours as required; in 

some cases the arrested individual is detained in this manner for [months]. 

The Egyptian police have gotten used to behaving in this manner as their actions are no longer subject 

to any scrutiny or accountability. This is since the  office of General Persecution ceased to play its role in 

conducting sudden inspections of departments and prisons under the current regime. The relevant 

powers of the General Prosecutor were to be found in Article (85) (of the aforementioned Code of 

Criminal Procedure) which stipulates that: 

 “The Public Prosecutor and his deputies within their sphere of competence have the right to access all 

locations in prisons at any time in order to ascertain that: (1) … (2) no person is illegally imprisoned. (3) 

…   (4) every category of prisoners is isolated from the other categories and receives the treatment 

decided for it. (5) … . 

In general, they shall ensure that laws and regulations are followed and take the necessary steps in case 

contraventions are committed. They may receive complaints from prisoners and peruse registers and 

juridical papers to ascertain that they correspond to the established forms. The prison’s director or 

superintendent shall provide them with all the data they request related to the task they have been 

entrusted with.” 

 

Thirdly -  the issue of unlawful searches 

With regard to PERSONS AND RESIDENCES INSPECTION, the Egyptian Law to be found in the Criminal 

Procedure Code has always been very strict.: 

Article (45) provides:  “Public Authority officers may not enter any inhabited place unless otherwise 

permitted by the law…” 

Article (50) “No search shall be conducted except for the purposes of searching for items relevant to the 

crime being investigated or for which information is being collected.” 

Article (51) guarantees the defendant that ‘a search shall be conducted in the presence of the defendant 

or someone who represents him whenever it is possible, otherwise, the search shall be conducted in the 



presence of two legal witnesses of his relatives, if appropriate, and who live with him or in the 

neighbourhood. A statement to this event is recorded in the minute.” 

Unfortunately, AED’s on the ground sources reveal that none of these provisions are complied by 

especially when it comes to investigation of those who are against the current regime or its opponents.  

the State Security Investigations Service which is operating like a secret police which is over and above 

the law does not abide by these BASIC rules (set out in the Article above) protecting an individuals right 

to liberty and a fair hearing. This State Security service operates without any accountability and its 

tactics and methods are highly questionable. This has caused many to view the State Security service as 

a group of thugs and mercenaries who cause TERROR amongst the ordinary citizens of the country. The 

State under the current undemocratic regime, by the use of such a Service is now no better than a 

TERRORIST STATE in the minds of many of its citizens.   

 

Fourthly – the issue of detainees  being denied access to legal advice 

The defendant upon his arrest shall have rights in accordance with article 139/1 of the above mentioned 

Criminal Procedure Codes  states that: 

 “ Any arrested person or any person put under preventive detention is notified of the reasons of arrest 

or detention, and he have the right to call whoever is considered necessary and to seek assistance of an 

attorney.” 

  In fact, the criminal investigation officers have no time for this luxury as they see these rights, which 

mean nothing for them, a heavy burden upon their shoulders. 

 

Fifthly – the issue of the common place use of torture against political opponents during detention   

We have said that no one shall be subjected to physical or mental harm (art.40) in order to obtain 

confessions from them, and this was asserted by Article (7) of the INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL 

AND POLITICAL RIGHTS, which stipulates that ‘No one shall be subjected to torture’. 

Article (331) also stipulates that “invalidity shall be imposed on the failure to observe the provisions of 

the law pertinent to any essential procedure”. Interrogating the defendant is one of the essential 

procedures that in order to be valid, the defendant must not be affected by any exterior factors 

impairing his/ her will or nullifying the confession, this includes but is not limited to any act of torture.   

Thus, in case of any of the conditions which affects the will of the defendant during the investigation, 

then this investigation would be null and void and it follows that any evidence obtained by the 

defendant in such conditions is unsound and cannot be used in his/her conviction. This coercion may be 

exercised against the defendant by  the interrogator, the criminal investigation officer, or any individual 

or it may be in the form of physical and mental harm.  

*Physical coercion can be realised through any degree of violence which harms the body of the 

defendant and thus impairing his/her will and losing control over him /her. In this case, the confession 

shall be deemed null even if it was true because it was resulted from physical and mental harm.   



* Mental coercion… aims at impairing the will of the defendant, for example (threatening someone who 

is close to or beloved by the defendant) 

The judge shall be responsible for nullifying the coerced confession in the light of the circumstances of 

the case.   

Interrogation is an important procedure in the initial investigation procedures because it is an effective 

tool to reach the truth.   

Article (606) stipulates that the suspect may have the right to be alone with his lawyer before the 

investigation and without the presence of any of the Public Authority officers.  

However, these guarantees are of little use to  defendants who stand before the Office of General 

Prosecution, after being subjected to severe torture which can be noticed clearly in the form of bruises, 

broken bones, and inability to move or talk. What is clear is that none of these protections are being 

given to defendants who appear to be opponents of the current regime. 

It is also becoming increasingly the case that if the defendants or their defence counsels wanted to bring 

up the facts of  torture by the security services/ forces in open court or if they requested a medical 

transfer procedure, the General Prosecution, which is supposed to guarantee all the rights of the 

prisoners- Unfortunately- would react clearly that it will not respond to these urgent demands or in 

some cases threatened counsel of arrest.        

Due to the gravity of extorting confessions by torture and the physical and mental harm caused by it, the 

crime of torture was not subject to prescription. Article (52) of the Constitution of The Arab Republic of 

Egypt 2014 stipulated that “Torture in all forms and types is a crime that is not subject to prescription.”    

Article (55) of the same Constitution stated that “Every person who is either arrested, detained, or his 

freedom is restricted shall be treated in a manner that maintains his dignity. He/she may not be tortured, 

intimidated, coerced, or physically or morally harmed…” 

The continued and systematic use of torture during the investigation process, by the prosecuting 

authorities grossly undermines the value and quality of any evidence received in this manner. Making 

any conviction based on evidence received in this manner as entirely unsound and unjustified. 

Convictions obtained by this means are in turn unsound, undermining the criminal justice system of the 

country. This seems to be undertaken for the limited aim of surpressing any opposition to the current 

regime. The greatest casualty when the justice system of a country is so undermined is the DEMOCRATIC 

PROCESS ITSELF. 

  

Sixthly – the issue that the judiciary which is far from impartial or independent 

  

It is necessary that every individual shall have right to have a fair trial in order to trust the Court of Law 

and the judicial system. When people feel the injustice of the judicial system, then it will lose its 

legitimacy, trustfulness and respectfulness.          



In fact, the judges, who are conducting the trials of the Legitimacy Supporters (Supporters of Pres. 

Mohammad Morsi), are not fair nor neutral; on the contrary, they are openly supporters of the coup 

d’état as seen in their tweets on Twitter and their activities on other social networks when some of 

those judges insulted and accused the leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood whom they were prosecuting. 

In addition, those judges had pictures showing their support of the coup of 30 June.   

These actions nullify the judgments made by those judges and cast  doubt on all the proceedings of 

these courts.  

 

PART III 

In this part, we will talk about the prisoners’ rights concerning medical treatment,  visits and 

correspondence, discipline, and meeting their lawyers.  

In Egypt, we can find the Egyptian Constitution and the Law of Organising Prisons have preserved the 

prisoner’s human dignity and all his other rights, but the real situation is completely different where the 

public authorities abide by none of these laws and regulations which became useless due to the fact 

that they are no more applied.    

Article 56 of the Constitution stipulates that “A prison is a place of correction and rehabilitation.  

Prisons and places of detention shall be subject to judiciary supervision, where actions inconsistent with 

human dignity or which endanger human health shall be prohibited.”  

 

(1) Medical Treatment 

Article 33 stipulates that “ Every penitentiary or non-central prison shall have one or more physicians, 

one of them being a resident, entrusted with health work … A central prison shall have a physician; 

otherwise, a state physician shall be assigned the duties of the prison physician.” 

Article 34: “The prison to which the prisoner is transferred shall monitor his condition, and shall submit 

a medical report about him to the director of the medical department for prisons..”  

Article 36: “If the prison physician determines that a convict suffers from a disease that puts his life at 

risk or incapacitates him totally, his case shall be submitted to the director of the medical department 

for prisons for examination, with the participation of the medical examiner, to consider releasing him.”   

Article 37: “If the condition of the prisoner becomes critical, the prison administration shall promptly 

inform the administration within the jurisdiction of which his relatives reside, and they shall be allowed 

to visit him.” 

We do not need to comment on what is going on in the Egyptian prisons concerning deliberate medical 

malpractice, where doctors leave patients with no medical treatment or cure resulting in the death of 

those patients. Each day, we hear of the death of a detainee due to medical malpractice. We can cast a 

shadow of a doubt on the neutrality of those doctors especially when we know that those doctors are 

employers in the Ministry of Interior and not in the Ministry of Health; thus, they are controlled by the 

policy of the Ministry of Interior.    



B: visits and Correspondence 

Article 38: “ Every convict has the right to keep up a correspondence and to be visited by his relatives 

according to the prison regulations.” 

Article 39: “The lawyer of a prisoner shall be allowed to meet with him alone, provided a written 

permission is obtained from the Public Prosecution, and from the investigating judge in cases he is 

entrusted with investigating, whether the meeting is at the request of the prisoner or the lawyer.” 

Article 40: “ The Public Prosecutor, the Advocate General or the Director General of Prisons or the 

person he deputizes may allow the relatives of a prisoner to visit him outside the normal visiting times, if 

need be.” 

Although the relatives of prisoners obtain visiting permissions, the public authorities make family and 

loved ones  wait their turns for long hours before the visit; when the family or loved one does eventually 

see the defendant the visit lasts a few minutes only.   

D: Disciplining:   

Article 43 stipulates Punishments that may be imposed on prisoners as follows: 

* Warning 

*  Deprivation of all or some of the privileges applicablefor the prisoner’s grade or category for a period 

not exceeding 30 days. 

 *  Isolated incarceration for a period not exceeding 15 days. 

* Placing the convict in the special disciplining room specified in the prison regulations for a 

period not exceeding 6 months.  

A convict may not be transferred to the special disciplining squad in the penitentiary unless he is not 

under 17 years of age and not above 60, and upon the approval of the Public Prosecutor. 

However, the administrations of prison do not comply with the said periods neither with the 

aforementioned age.   

It is worth mentioning that a subparagraph in article 44 states that  “These punishments are imposed 

after informing the prisoner of the acts he is alleged to have committed, and after establishing a procès -

verbal containing the prisoner’s statements, the investigation of his defence and the testimony of 

witnesses,” and what is stated in Article 80 in which “The prison’s director or superintendent shall 

accept any earnest complaint from the prisoner, whether oral or written, and shall convey it to the 

Public Prosecution or the competent authority after registering it in the register of complaints.” 

Finally, we can find that there are some regulations which are not applied at all. The Prison Authorities 

and Public Prosecution do not care at all about these regulations and it not concerned with any rights of 

the accused persons.  

 

CONCLUSION 



Just a few remarks to conclude. There is an urgent need for a full and independent investigation to take 

place into the abuses being perpetuated by the current regime in Egypt against the citizens of Egypt in 

the form of arbitrary arrests and detention. By all accounts these abuses are not random or sporadic but 

instead are widespread and systematic.  

It’s often undemocratic regimes that use the weapon of arbitrary arrests and detention most freely and 

widely against their own people. 

I would like to thank all of you for your patience and would be happy to answer any question now or 

later. 

 


